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Late Submissions for the Haiku 
Contest

by SS

Student, to Hallway: “Shut Up, It’s 
Too Loud to Masturbate!”

Even so, the Renaissance Rights movement has gained a great deal of  popular support, as 
evidenced by the 3.1 gazillion fucktons of  views a Huffington Post editorial on the subject has 
accumulated.

       “I don’t actually know much about Renaissance issues and cultural appropriation,” admit-
ted one petition signee. “But after adopting the opinions of  the latest viral Upworthy video, I 
knew I couldn’t stand idly by.”

       However, progress on the petition has slowed after claims surfaced that the RRW had 
previously held discriminatory policies against Moors and Jews in the Spanish Reconquista. 
Critics have also hastened to point out that the Renaissance itself  appropriated the cultures of  
the Ottomans, Byzantines, and Ancient Greco-Romans.

“Talk to her,” they say,
But they cannot ever know

That she is a squirrel.

~~~

Oh god I found a corpse
Should I call the CSOs?
I still smell like weed...

~~~

Holy shit I’m dead
I wonder if  I’ll get med-

ical amnesty?

~~~

On the internet
No one has to know you’re just

A social construct.

~~~

How many times can
I fart in the library

‘Fore I get expelled?

~~~

That bastard deserved
To die, jeez, he deleted

My first thesis draft.

~~~

I am the Doyle Owl
I really just want to find

Myself, finally.

by EC

       The popular Reed College end-of-year festival Renn Fayre has recently come under 
fire from the Renaissance Rights Watch, an advocacy group composed of  Europeans 
from the 14th to 17th centuries. Renn Fayre, writes the group, presents a “degrading, dis-
criminatory, and utterly untrue caricature of  the proud Renaissance culture.” The group 
has organized several campus-wide protests and created an online petition with almost 
two thousand signatures thus far.

       “What’s really offensive is the fact that 99% of  Renn Fayre has nothing to do with 
the Renaissance,” celebrated sculptor and least popular Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle 
Donatello posted on his blog. “Like this whole ‘safe sex’ thing. It’s completely opposed 
to our proud tradition of  unsafe sex! Where’s the syphilis? Won’t anyone think of  the 
syphilis?”

       “The problem of  cultural appropriation is really one of  privilege,” added Leonardo 
da Vinci, acclaimed star of  Titanic and doer of  most things. “You have all these rich col-
lege kids who’ve never had even the slightest contact with the Renaissance experience, 
all creating a parody of  people who had no choice but to live in the Renaissance. First, 
their ancestors imposed the Baroque cultural hegemony upon us, and now they mimic 
us in the most disrespectful way possible. They don’t even realize how fortunate they are. 
The vast majority of  the people in the Renaissance are poor, malnourished, diseased, and 
oppressed. I was born out-of-wedlock and apprenticed at fourteen. Did they ever have 
to go through anything like that? No, and it hurts to see these privileged kids completely 
misrepresent our culture. Shame on Reed for encouraging this kind of  behavior.”

       Reed College President John “Krazy J” Kroger was unavailable for comment, 
although yesterday his office confirmed previous rumors of  his conversion to Islam and 
imminent release of  his upcoming rap mixtape “Only Built 4 Krogan Linx.”

        Meanwhile, a Renn Fayre Tsar (speaking on condition of  anonymity) defended the 
event.

       “We try to be as respectful as possible in planning and executing our orgy of  hedo-
nism and debauchery,” he says. “We understand that Renn Fayre might be misinterpreted 
as an appropriation of  Renaissance traditions and aesthetics. But we also think that 
culture—not just Renaissance culture, but every culture—is made to be shared, and what 
better way to share that culture than with wildly irresponsible sex and substance use?”

       An impromptu, late-night hallway conversation between several students was suddenly 
interrupted last Saturday, when Earl Hagen, Class of  2015, emerged from his room and 
asked the group to keep it down “so I can finally finish jacking off.”

       “Look guys, I’ve had a long day,” Earl told his dormies at 11:40 PM.  “And I get that you 
guys want to talk, but as it is right now it’s too loud to masturbate, and I’d really like to just 
cum and go to bed, you know?”

       Hagen’s candor strongly affected the other students, who immediately moved their con-
versation to a common room. “I have to say, I really respect Earl more for coming forward 
like that,” Kailee Carson, a classmate of  Earl’s, told The Pamphlette. “It made me realize that 
we need to constantly be aware how our actions might inconvenience others, whether it be 
distracting somebody who’s reading or being too loud for somebody to vigorously rub their 
penis and cum without feeling uncomfortable. Frankly, Earl is far more attractive to me now.”

        Earl tells The Pamphlette that not much has changed since he interrupted the hall-party.  
“I mean, everybody’s sort of  come up to me and said ‘we’re sorry, we won’t do it again,’ but 
other than that, nothing’s changed. All I did was ask people to keep others in mind. Then I 
went back to watching POV milf  slut tries anal for the first time on Redtube while rubbing 
myself  until I ejaculated into a sock. Then I went to bed.”

*I don’t actually like beer; I’ll take my prize in gin, whiskey, or hard cider.

Pictured: something problematic, probably.

“Open, honest communication, you guys. It’s changed my 
life.” --Earl Hagen ‘15

Renn Fayre Under Fire for Cultural Appropriation...Again.

Does the HCC
Treat second-degree frostbite

On one’s testicles?

~~~

The Snowpocalypse
Was, I guess, not a good time

For a Naked Tree.

~~~

Hoot hoot, bitches?
What does that even mean, guys?

My whole life’s a lie.

Damnit, shit, I missed the Reed Relieves haiku contest? Welp, better late than never, I guess. Save a 
beer for me, admins!* I’m on my way!

You think I could get one of  these customized 
some day? That’d be reason enough to have a kid, 

I guess.


